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Featured Application: A reference for the nonlinear analysis of prefabricated frame structures in
high-intensity regions.

Abstract: At present, the engineering designers generally design and analyze the precast structural
models according to the equivalent cast-in-situ principle, and have a vague understanding of
non-identical problems. However, these issues cannot be ignored, especially for high-intensity areas.
This paper considers the differences of the hysteretic relationship between two typical precast joints
and cast-in-situ (RC) joints, and researches the influence of these differences on the seismic response
of frame structures. For the monolithic precast joint, the force mechanism was analyzed based on
its assembly form, and the differences with the RC joint in the testing phenomena were explained
accordingly. The dimensionless hysteresis models of two types of joints were proposed, and the
rationality of the monolithic precast joint model was verified according to the existing experimental
results. Different performances of joints were realized by assigning the constitutive models calculated
from sectional reinforcement to the spring elements of analysis models. Considering two possible
performance deficiencies of each type of precast joint separately, a total of seven structural analysis
models were formed. Nonlinear static analysis and dynamic time-history analysis methods were
adopted to reveal the differences between precast frames and the RC frame in terms of structural
capacity curve, displacement response, ductility demands of components and structural residual
deformation. The results showed that under strong seismic excitation, the response differences
between precast frames and the RC frame were significant, so it is worthwhile to establish nonlinear
models suitable for precast frames in seismic analysis. This study is valuable for understanding and
distinguishing the nonlinear response of precast frames and traditional RC frames.

Keywords: beam-column joint; monolithic precast connection; hybrid precast prestressed connection;
frame structure; dynamic response

1. Introduction

Precast concrete (PC) buildings have been developing vigorously worldwide in recent years,
and have become an alternative to traditional RC buildings [1]. Chinese government departments
also issued a series of policies to force the PC buildings to reach a certain proportion in new built
structures [2], so as to promote the development of PC buildings and the transformation of the
construction industry. In the past, the prefabrication method was mainly used to construct some
low-rise industrial plants and temporary houses [3]; the seismic grade of such buildings was not high,
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so the demand for seismic performance was also low. The prefabrication method satisfies the original
intention of rapid construction and cost saving of such buildings, so it had good applicability. As for
residential buildings, precast floor systems with masonry walls were widely used in China, but the lack
of effective connection among various parts led to insufficient integrity, and together with irregular
construction and other problems, huge drawbacks were exposed in the Wenchuan Earthquake [4].
Since then, Chinese engineering designers have begun to rethink the seismic performance of PC
buildings. At present, PC buildings are expected to meet the same requirements as RC buildings under
the same site conditions, which is an inevitable challenge in their development.

The seismic performance of PC buildings is directly affected by the connection behavior of
prefabricated components [5]. Among various connections, the beam-column connection is most
critical to frame structures, which is also the focus of current experimental researches. There are
generally two perspectives about the design of beam-column joint, which are summarized as using
emulated connections and non-emulated connections. For emulated connections [6], although the
structural forms are different, the materials used are almost the same. Pouring a certain amount of
concrete is required to guarantee the integrity of the joint. Designers only hope to achieve its nonlinear
performance as close as possible to the RC joint through changing some construction details. Therefore,
the design concept of “equivalent cast-in-situ” comes into being, and the RC joint is the only evaluation
criterion for emulated connections. For non-emulated connections, designers hope that through a
new material, new technology or a new force mechanism, the nonlinear behaviors of the joint can be
distinguished from the RC joint with unique advantages. Such a connection generally does not require
a large amount of concrete pouring to ensure the reliability. Due to the different design intention, the RC
joint can only be used as a reference when evaluating the performance of non-emulated connections,
and do not have any practical comparison significance.

The emulated connections can be divided into multiple forms according to the position of the
post-poured concrete. It is a good design idea to place the post-cast area in the beam mid-span to make
the beam-column junction which bears complex forces have good integrity (Figure 1a) [7]. However,
such a method is hardly used in recent years due to the inconvenience of fabrication, transportation
and hoisting of special-shaped components. The more commonly used connection method is to
place the post-cast area at the beam-column junction, so that the precast column can serve as an
effective support for beams thus to reduce the use of formwork [8]. Such a connection, which relies
on precast columns to bear the construction load, can be further divided into two types: shear keys
at the beam end (Figure 1b) [9] and U-shaped keyway at the beam end (Figure 1c) [10], of which the
precast columns can also be made into multistory columns [11]. There is also a form in which the
core area and the beam in one direction are precast as a whole, and connect the beam in the other
direction through sleeves at the beam end (Figure 1d) [12]. However, such a horizontal connection
of rebars is difficult to accurately locate during the hoisting of components, so it is rarely seen in
practical engineering. Therefore, the development of emulated connections is to seek the unity of
the construction convenience and the joint integrity, and the integrity must be established on the
basis of convenience; otherwise, it will be difficult for popularization. In order to better meet the
integrality requirements of the joint, some local reinforcement methods can be adopted. For example,
in beam ends and core areas, Engineered Cementitious Composite (ECC) can be used (Figure 1e) [13],
or headed bars can be attached (Figure 1f) [14], etc. However, such methods of strengthening locally
to transfer plastic hinges will increase the ductility demand of newly formed hinges [15], which is
disadvantageous for beams with relatively small spans.
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simulation methods and parameter analysis mostly focused on the precast structure itself [25–27]. 
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Figure 1. Emulated connection forms: (a) the connection located at the beam mid-span;
(b) the connection located in the core area; (c) the connection located in the beam shell and the
core area; (d) the connection located at the beam end; (e) the connection located at the beam end and in
the core area; (f) the connection attached with headed bars.

Through the combination of new materials (e.g., steel members [16–18], prestressed tendons [19],
energy dissipation devices [20,21], etc.) and construction technology (e.g., bolted connection and
welding, etc.), the force mechanism in a non-emulated connection differs from that of an RC joint.
Among them, the hybrid connection system (Figure 2a) developed by the PRESSS research project
has been highly favored in recent years. The design perspective of such a connection is to combine
the nonlinear elastic system containing only unbonded prestressed tendons (Figure 3a) with the
tension-compression yield system containing only common rebars (Figure 3b) to obtain a hybrid
connection system with both self-centering ability and energy dissipation capacity (Figure 3c) [22].
The self-centering ability of the joint can be reasonably designed by adjusting the bending moment
ratio of prestressed tendons [23]. In order to facilitate the installation of the floor and the replacement
of damaged components after an earthquake, the connection form of external energy dissipation rebars
(Figure 2b,c) has been developed in recent years [24].
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At present, the precast beam-column connection presents a diversified development trend,
and new structural forms emerge constantly. Scholars often use experimental research to evaluate
whether new connection methods have the potential to be promoted to high-intensity areas. The related
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simulation methods and parameter analysis mostly focused on the precast structure itself [25–27]. However,
for emulated connections, the nonlinear characteristics are always different from those of RC joints,
and the influence of these differences on the whole structure is still unclear; for non-emulated connections,
there are few reports on the structural nonlinear response. These are the motivations of this work.

Based on the existing researches, this paper focused on the differences in nonlinear behaviors
between precast joints and RC joints, and proposed the dimensionless hysteresis models for two types
of joints. For each type of connection, two possible nonlinear behaviors with defects were considered
respectively. According to the considered situations, a total of seven frame structure models were
established, and the differences in seismic performance of various structures were researched by
nonlinear static analysis and dynamic time-history analysis. Reasonable suggestions for the application
of precast frames were put forward on the base of the analysis results.

2. A Typical Emulated Connection—Monolithic Precast Joint

2.1. Force Mechanism

The mechanical behavior of the monolithic precast joint is closely related to its structural form.
The typical form is shown in Figure 4, and its main difference with the RC joint is the existence
of the interface between new and old concretes. In the past, people took this adverse factor into
consideration, made the upper and lower end faces of the precast column into rough surfaces, and set
shear keys on the beam end faces to ensure effective transfer of shear forces between the new and old
concretes. However, the existence of the interface is also extremely unfavorable for bending failure,
and it has rarely been considered until now. As shown in Figure 4, under a rightward horizontal force,
the lower side of the right beam is in tension, and the interface between the new and old concretes
(a potential crack) is easily pulled off, causing the stress concentration of the longitudinal reinforcement
at this interface. With the increase of deformation, the concrete of column protective layer spalls off,
and the strain of the rebar penetrates into the core area. The diagonal compression truss (shaded area)
formed by the compression zone of the beam and the column is subjected to increased vertical tension,
and diagonal cracks are more easily formed. When the load is reversed (reciprocating seismic load),
the lower side of the right beam is under compression again. At this time, due to the cracking and
local spalling of the concrete, the restraint at the beam end is weakened, which is more likely to cause
concentrated damage. In addition, the existence of the beam seating length reduces the effective width
of the core area, thus reducing its shear strength [28].
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Some testing phenomena well confirm the aforementioned force mechanism. Figure 5 shows the
general description of the beam rebar strain of joints which conform to the “strong column weak beam”
principle. During the elastic stage, the strain distribution of the rebar is basically consistent with the
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bending moment distribution, which reaches the maximum at the beam end and decreases rapidly in
the core area. During the plastic stage, the strain distribution of monolithic precast joint is significantly
different from that of RC joint. The yield range of the RC joint rebar is generally located at the beam
end, and the maximum strain is located slightly away from column surface (the concrete spalling
area). The yield range of the monolithic precast joint rebar is located at the beam end and in the core
area, and the length is relatively short, while the maximum strain of the rebar is located at the column
surface or even inside the core area. For precast joints, it is impossible for the bottom longitudinal
bar to pass through the core area, and in order to avoid congestion of the rebars, headed bars are
often used. However, due to the existence of beam end seating length and the allowable construction
error, the anchoring length of the rebar is limited; coupled with the preference for large-diameter and
high-strength rebars in the projects in recent years, it is more difficult to ensure the effective bonding
of reinforcements.
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Figure 6 gives the general description of the joint crack distribution. For RC joints, there are
fewer diagonal cracks in the core area, the damage is concentrated in the plastic hinge region at the
beam end and bending cracks are scattered in a longer range of the beam (generally, there are more
reinforcements in the upper part of the beam, so the lower part of the beam suffers more severe
damage). For monolithic precast joints, there are more diagonal cracks in the core area, the damage is
concentrated in the tension-compression zone at the beam-column junction and the distribution range
of the bending cracks is shorter. Therefore, the energy dissipation capacity of monolithic precast joints
is usually weaker than that of RC joints.
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2.2. Dimensionless Hysteresis Model

The description of the force mechanism of the typical emulated precast concrete (PCE) joint shows
that its main differences with the RC joint include: (1) The interface between the new and old concretes
will crack prematurely; (2) The damage is concentrated near the interface, and the concrete at the
beam end is more easily crushed, seriously deteriorating the bearing capacity of the joint under large
deformation; (3) The concrete damage area and the yield length of the rebar are shorter, and the energy
dissipation capacity of the joint is weaker; (4) The pinch effect of the hysteresis curve caused by the
rebar slippage is more obvious, and the reloading stiffness is smaller. Based on the above characteristics
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of the monolithic precast joint, this paper proposes a dimensionless trilinear skeleton model, and the
hysteresis curve of the joint can be realized by assigning the corresponding hysteresis rules to the
skeleton model.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the monolithic precast joint skeleton (dashed line) and the RC
joint skeleton (solid line). For (1), the monolithic precast joint loses its initial stiffness earlier and begins
to yield at point Ap, while the RC joint can maintain the initial stiffness to point Ar. For (2), the RC joint
has a longer yield platform until the maximum rotation angle (0.035) specified in the code [29] without
strength softening, while the monolithic precast joint quickly softens after reaching the peak strength
at point Bp. For (3), the Takeda hysteresis rule is applied to both joints; the area of the hysteresis loop
formed by loading from θi to θi+1 shows that the energy dissipation capacity of the monolithic precast
joint is poor. For (4), due to the softening of the strength, it is also easy to conclude that the stiffness kip
loaded to θi is lower than kir. Therefore, the proposed dimensionless skeleton and its hysteresis model
conform to the general nonlinear characteristics of monolithic precast joints.
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In order to verify the rationality and universal applicability of the proposed model, the test results
of 12 precast joints are processed in a dimensionless manner, and the comparison with the proposed
model is shown in Figure 8 (in the test of Yang, a floor exists and the load is applied at beam end,
so only the positive results are compared). It can be concluded that the proposed trilinear model
well reflects the trend of the skeleton curve of the monolithic precast joint at different loading stages.
The insufficient ductility of some joints can also be observed in the comparison. In addition, with the
same size and reinforcement design, the bearing capacity of the precast joint may be slightly lower
than that of the RC joint, which will also be considered in the subsequent case analysis.
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3. A Typical Non-Emulated Connection—Hybrid Precast Prestressed (PCH) Joint

As shown in Figure 9, the skeleton curve of the PCH joint is also expressed by a trilinear model,
where the stiffness before yielding ky can be considered to be same as that of the RC joint, and the yield
bearing capacity My is designable. The stiffness after yielding ks is mainly affected by the span-depth
ratio of beam. It is considered that the joint has a good ductility level, and the decrease of section
B–C of the bearing capacity is mainly caused by the crushing of concrete in the high stress area at
the corner of the beam end. The ideal hysteresis loop of a PCH joint is flag shaped (see Figure 3c).
However, in practice, as the proportion of bending moment of the energy dissipation rebars increases,
the residual deformation of the joint also increases gradually, and is even close to that of RC joint [23].
In order to reasonably reflect the self-centering characteristic of the joint, this paper sacrifices the
accurate estimation of the energy dissipation capacity, and uses the Pivot model [35] to define the
hysteresis rule of the joint. The residual deformation θres after unloading is a determined value
calculated by an empirical formula [36]. Due to space limitations, we will not introduce the force
mechanism of this joint in detail.
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In the subsequent analysis, two special cases are considered: (1) When there is no or only a
small amount of energy dissipation rebar, the joint will show nonlinear elasticity, which is similar
to the situation in Figure 3a; (2) During construction, the energy dissipation rebars are anchored by
welding [37] or the unbonded length of the rebars is insufficient, and they will undergo brittle fracture
during large deformation.

4. Structural Models and Nonlinear Static Analysis

4.1. Overview of Frame Models

In order to understand the differences in seismic performance between the two types of
prefabricated frame structures and the RC frame structures under strong earthquakes, a representative
frame structure model was designed. According to the Chinese standard [38], the ground motion
design information of this model is: the seismic fortification intensity is 8 degrees, the basic design
acceleration is 0.2 g, and the characteristic site period is 0.4 s. The elevation view of the frame is shown
in Figure 10: the structure has eight floors, the height of each floor is 3.0 m, and the beam span is
6.0 m. The uniform load on the beam comes from the filler wall load on the beam and the dead load
and live load of the half-span (3.9 m) floor, while the concentrated load on the joint comes from the
longitudinal wall load. The concrete grade of beams and columns is C40, with a compressive strength
of 26.8 N/mm2; the type of rebar is HRB400, and its yield strength is 400 N/mm2 and the ultimate
strength is 540 N/mm2 [39]. Section size and reinforcement information is shown in Table 1. In the
nonlinear model, both beam hinges and column hinges are set at the member ends. The bearing
capacity skeletons of beam hinges are calculated through the sectional reinforcement to define the
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bending springs and assign the corresponding hysteresis rules (as described in Sections 2 and 3),
while the column hinges adopt P-M2-M3 hinges.
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1–6
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As shown in Table 2, seven nonlinear behaviors of three types of structural forms are considered. 
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As shown in Table 2, seven nonlinear behaviors of three types of structural forms are considered. 
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As shown in Table 2, seven nonlinear behaviors of three types of structural forms are considered. 
As a reference, the RC joint has good performance indexes. For PCE joint, as mentioned before, it 
yields earlier and the bearing capacity degrades earlier. Considering the insufficient bearing capacity 
of the PCE joint, the bending moment of its skeleton curve in Figure 7 is reduced by 20%, thereby 
obtaining the PCE-S joint. In consideration of the insufficient ductility of the PCE joint, the rotation 
angle of Cp in Figure 7 is reduced to 0.025, thus obtaining the PCE-D joint. PCH joint is designed that 
the proportion of the bending moment of energy dissipation rebars is about 30% when the joint yields 
[23]. In consideration of the brittle fracture of reinforcement, it is deemed that the energy dissipation 
rebars of the PCH joint will all fail when the rotation angle reaches 0.02, and after the failure, the joint 
will lose the energy dissipation capacity and only the prestressed tendons work. Considering the 
insufficient configuration of energy dissipation rebars of PCH joint, a PCH-T joint with nonlinear 
elasticity is designed, which has same parameters as the PCH joint, except that it does not have energy 
dissipation capacity. 
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As shown in Table 2, seven nonlinear behaviors of three types of structural forms are considered. 
As a reference, the RC joint has good performance indexes. For PCE joint, as mentioned before, it 
yields earlier and the bearing capacity degrades earlier. Considering the insufficient bearing capacity 
of the PCE joint, the bending moment of its skeleton curve in Figure 7 is reduced by 20%, thereby 
obtaining the PCE-S joint. In consideration of the insufficient ductility of the PCE joint, the rotation 
angle of Cp in Figure 7 is reduced to 0.025, thus obtaining the PCE-D joint. PCH joint is designed that 
the proportion of the bending moment of energy dissipation rebars is about 30% when the joint yields 
[23]. In consideration of the brittle fracture of reinforcement, it is deemed that the energy dissipation 
rebars of the PCH joint will all fail when the rotation angle reaches 0.02, and after the failure, the joint 
will lose the energy dissipation capacity and only the prestressed tendons work. Considering the 
insufficient configuration of energy dissipation rebars of PCH joint, a PCH-T joint with nonlinear 
elasticity is designed, which has same parameters as the PCH joint, except that it does not have energy 
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As shown in Table 2, seven nonlinear behaviors of three types of structural forms are considered. 
As a reference, the RC joint has good performance indexes. For PCE joint, as mentioned before, it 
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angle of Cp in Figure 7 is reduced to 0.025, thus obtaining the PCE-D joint. PCH joint is designed that 
the proportion of the bending moment of energy dissipation rebars is about 30% when the joint yields 
[23]. In consideration of the brittle fracture of reinforcement, it is deemed that the energy dissipation 
rebars of the PCH joint will all fail when the rotation angle reaches 0.02, and after the failure, the joint 
will lose the energy dissipation capacity and only the prestressed tendons work. Considering the 
insufficient configuration of energy dissipation rebars of PCH joint, a PCH-T joint with nonlinear 
elasticity is designed, which has same parameters as the PCH joint, except that it does not have energy 
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As shown in Table 2, seven nonlinear behaviors of three types of structural forms are considered.
As a reference, the RC joint has good performance indexes. For PCE joint, as mentioned before, it yields
earlier and the bearing capacity degrades earlier. Considering the insufficient bearing capacity of the
PCE joint, the bending moment of its skeleton curve in Figure 7 is reduced by 20%, thereby obtaining
the PCE-S joint. In consideration of the insufficient ductility of the PCE joint, the rotation angle of
Cp in Figure 7 is reduced to 0.025, thus obtaining the PCE-D joint. PCH joint is designed that the
proportion of the bending moment of energy dissipation rebars is about 30% when the joint yields [23].
In consideration of the brittle fracture of reinforcement, it is deemed that the energy dissipation rebars
of the PCH joint will all fail when the rotation angle reaches 0.02, and after the failure, the joint
will lose the energy dissipation capacity and only the prestressed tendons work. Considering the
insufficient configuration of energy dissipation rebars of PCH joint, a PCH-T joint with nonlinear
elasticity is designed, which has same parameters as the PCH joint, except that it does not have energy
dissipation capacity.
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Table 2. The connection forms researched.

Structure Form Cast-In-Situ Connection Emulated Connections Non-Emulated Connections
Abbreviation RC PCE PCE-S PCE-D PCH PCH-F PCH-T

Bearing capacity
√

# × #
√ √ √

Ductility capacity
√

# # ×
√

× #
Energy dissipation capacity

√ √ √ √
# # ×

Self-centering capacity × × × × #
√ √

Note:
√

means good performance, # means general performance and ×means poor performance.

4.2. Pushover Analysis

To grasp the overall force-displacement behavior of structures, a Pushover analysis was first
carried out for each frame. The analysis adopted the inverted triangular distribution of lateral loads,
and considered the P-∆ effect of structures. During the pushover process, the top displacement of the
structure was monitored. When the overall displacement angle of the structure (the ratio of the top
displacement to the total height) reached 1/25, the loading was stopped.

In order to compare the pushover results of different structures, four feature points were introduced.
(1) Yield point, which means the whole structure yields. This paper adopted the suggestions of
Feng et al. [40], and used the farthest point method to define the yield point of the structure. (2) Limit
point, which is the corresponding point on the pushover curve when the displacement angle on any
floor of the structure reaches 1/50 (the deformation limit in the Chinese standard [38]). (3) Collapse
point, which is the corresponding point when the bearing capacity drops to 80% of the limit point,
and is used to evaluate the ductility storage capacity of the structure. (4) Column yield point, which is
the corresponding point on the pushover curve when the plastic hinge appears on the column for the
first time. The pushover curves and characteristic points of various structures are shown in Figure 11.
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According to the stiffness before yielding, the emulated frames will show a relatively low second
stiffness after the design seismic force, which is especially obvious when the connection strength is
insufficient. This is due to the premature cracking of the beam end interface in emulated connections.
Therefore, it is necessary to make the structure overstrength when designing such precast frames;
otherwise, structural damage will occur under the design earthquake, which will increase the repair cost
after earthquakes. The overstrength factor Rs (see Formula (1), where Vp is the peak bearing capacity
and Vd is the design seismic force) of the PCE-S frame was calculated as 2.16, so it is recommended
that the overstrength factor of emulated frames should be at least 2:

Rs =
Vp

Vd
(1)

Through observing the yield points of various structures, it can be found that the emulated frames
yielded before the RC frame, and the reduction of the joint strength of the PCE-S frame caused the
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structure to yield earlier. The moment when the plastic hinge appears on column is always later than
the moment when the structure yields. Thus, when designing according to the principle of strong
columns and weak beams, the yield of the frame structure is controlled by the beam, and the earlier
yield of the beam in the emulated frames will delay the yield of the structural column. For limit points,
the displacement values of each frame are relatively close. The bearing capacities at the limit points
of the emulated frames decreased by different degrees, which is caused by the successive strength
degradation of frame beams. The bearing capacities of the non-emulated frames are slightly higher
at the limit points, but at this time, the bearing capacity of the PCH-F frame is reduced due to the
brittle fracture of rebars. When the fracture occurs, the overall displacement angle of the structure
is about 1.5%, which is much lower than 2%, the set fracture rotation angle of the joint. Therefore,
the ductility of energy dissipation rebars should be paid attention to when designing non-emulated
frames. Through comparing the collapse points of structures, it can be found that the ductility storage
capacities of the emulated frames are greatly reduced. When the ductility of the joint is less than
2.5%, the structure will collapse quickly after the limit point. Therefore, it is recommended that the
monolithic precast joint should at least be able to achieve a rotation angle of 2.5%; otherwise, it should
not be promoted in high-intensity areas. In contrast, regardless of the brittle fracture problem of the
rebar, the non-emulated frame has certain advantages in resisting a large displacement response.

5. Dynamic Response of Structures

5.1. Ground Motion Information

Eight ground motions are selected from the Peer NGA-West2 database, and their basic information
is shown in Table 3. Figure 12 shows the acceleration spectrum of various ground motions obtained
by adjusting the amplitude according to the peak acceleration. The period of RC frame estimated by
capacity spectrum method under rare earthquakes is 1.7 s. As illustrated, the average spectrum value
under this period is very close to the target spectrum value.
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Table 3. Basic information of selected ground motions.

Number Seismic Event Year Earthquake
Magnitude (Mw)

Epicentral
Distance (km) Recorded Station

1 Taiwan SMART1(45) 1986 7.3 56.01 SMART1 C00
2 Loma Prieta 1989 6.93 41.88 APEEL 10-Skyline
3 Friuli Italy-01 1976 6.5 33.4 Codroipo
4 Kern County 1952 7.36 38.89 Taft Lincoln School
5 Loma Prieta 1989 6.93 52.68 APEEL 2E Hayward Muir Sch
6 Spitak Armenia 1988 6.77 23.99 Gukasian
7 Superstition Hills-02 1987 6.54 27 Calipatria Fire Station
8 San Fernando 1971 6.61 27.4 Lake Hughes #1
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5.2. Displacement Response of Structures

In order to understand the dynamic response characteristics of different precast frames, the direct
integration method was used for dynamic time history analysis under rare earthquakes (PGA: 400 gal)
and extremely rare earthquakes (PGA: 600 gal). If the story drift of a certain floor exceeds the rotation
angle value of the aforementioned feature point C, the structure will be considered as the total collapse.
In rare earthquakes, only the PCE-D frame collapsed under Wave 1, so the reduction of joint ductility
will cause the most adverse effect on the structure. Figure 13a,c plot the average maximum floor
displacement of each frame under Waves 2–8 in rare earthquakes. Compared with the RC frame,
the deformation of upper floors of emulated frames increase significantly, while the deformation of
each floor of non-emulated frames generally increases, and their peak displacement response are
higher than that of emulated frames. Under extremely rare earthquakes, the PCE-D frame collapses
under Waves 1–3, and the PCH-F frame collapses under Waves 1 and 2. All precast frames under
Wave 1 exceed the code displacement limit of 1/50. Figure 13b,d show the average maximum floor
displacement of each frame under Waves 4–8 in extremely rare earthquakes; the maximum story
drift of each structure shows similar laws. Therefore, attention should be paid to the displacement
response of the upper structure for emulated frames, and the damage of structural components and
non-structural members under large floor deformation for the non-emulated frames.
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Figure 13. The distribution of maximum floor displacement under rare and extremely rare earthquakes:
(a) Emulated frames under rare earthquakes; (b) Emulated connection frames under extremely rare
earthquakes; (c) Non-emulated frames under rare earthquakes; (d) Non-emulated frames under
extremely rare earthquakes.

The displacement response characteristics of different precast frames are described by taking
the top displacement time history of Wave 2 (PGA: 600 gal) as an example. As shown in Figure 14,
the peak displacement of PCE frame is significantly higher than that of the RC frame. In addition to
the increase of the peak response, the vibration amplitude of PCH frame also generally increases in the
time range. This earthquake ended at 40 s; the RC frame and PCE frame became static immediately
after the earthquake, but the PCH frame still underwent a period of small vibration due to insufficient
energy dissipation capacity before being in static. Due to the self-centering feature of joints, the residual
deformation of the PCH frame is small.
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5.3. Ductility Demands of Frame Beams and Columns

The ductility demands of the beam end plastic hinge zones of various frames are compared by
taking the time history rotation angle at the beam end of the top floor under Wave 4 (PGA: 600 gal) as
an example. As shown in Figure 15, under the action of gravity load at the initial moment, the beam
end has a certain elastic deformation. The time when peak rotation angle of each beam end appears
is basically the same, and the size law is the same as the top displacement response in Figure 13.
The beam end rotation angle of the emulated frames is slightly higher than that of the RC frame in
both positive and negative directions throughout the time history. The beam end rotation angle of the
non-emulated frames increases more significantly than the RC frame.
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Figure 15. Time history of the rotation angle at beam end of top floor under Wave 4 (PGA: 600 gal):
(a) Comparison between emulated frames and the RC frame; (b) Comparison between non-emulated
frames and the RC frame.

Figure 16 compares the ductility demands at column bottom of first floor under Wave 2
(PGA: 400 gal). Although emulated frames can delay the emergence of column hinges to some
extent, once the earthquake intensity is high, the ductility demands of the column will still be higher
than that of the RC frame. For non-emulated frames, the rotation angle of the columns increased
significantly, and the PCH-T frame columns underwent the most severe damage. This is because if the
energy dissipation capacities of the connecting joints are insufficient, the seismic input energy will
be dissipated by the damage of the columns, which is extremely detrimental for the post-earthquake
repair of the structure.
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5.4. Residual Deformation of Structures

Figure 17 summarizes the residual deformation values of various frame structures of seven ground
motions in case of rare earthquakes and extremely rare earthquakes. It can be concluded that the
post-earthquake residual deformation of the emulated frames are basically equivalent to that of the
RC frame, while the overall deformation of non-emulated frames can recover to within 1/550 (the limit
story drift under the design earthquake), except for structural failure. However, it should be noted that
the PCH-T frame joints can fully restore after an earthquake, and its residual deformation is caused by
the unrecoverable damage of the column, which violates the concept of post-earthquake repairability
of such structure.
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6. Discussion

Whether PC buildings can replace RC buildings in high-intensity areas has always been a
controversial issue. In recent years, some scholars suggested that the vertical components of
PC buildings should be cast in situ to reduce the risk of serious casualties caused by structural
collapse. However, such conservative practices have become an obstacle to the development of
PC buildings. With an increasing number of experimental studies, some differences between PC joints
and RC joints have emerged. Obviously, it is unreasonable and inaccurate to continue to use RC
structure models to analyze PC structures. Engineers are eager to understand the impact of these
differences and the issues they should pay attention to when designing PC structures. These are the
motivations of this work.
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The nonlinear analysis models proposed in this paper for two types of typical PC joints are the
results of a large amount of experimental work, so they are generally representative. In the nonlinear
analysis, some possible degradation effects of PC joints are fully considered. Although some of the
parameters are empirically defined, the analytical methods and results in this paper are still of great
reference value. Engineering designers can extend this method to the nonlinear analysis of actual
three-dimensional PC structures. If a new PC joint is developed in the future, some test results of the
new joint can also be compared with a certain situation considered in this paper, so as to judge its
engineering application value. These are the significance of this research.

7. Conclusions

This paper researches the differences in the nonlinear behaviors between two types of typical
prefabricated joints and RC joints, and analyzes the influence of these differences on the seismic
performance of structures. The following main conclusions are obtained through research and analysis:

• The main difference between emulated connection joints and RC joints is that they will crack early
and cause premature degradation of bearing capacity, which is mainly due to the presence of
the interface between new and old concretes at the beam-column junction of the precast joints.
The use of a dimensionless trilinear skeleton model can well describe the differences in nonlinear
behavior between the emulated connection joints and the RC joints.

• From the perspective of the force-deformation relationship, the main difference between precast
frames and the RC frame is the size of the peak bearing capacity and the degradation speed of the
bearing capacity beyond the limit point. It is recommended that the minimum overstrength factor
of the emulated frame should be 2 in the design.

• Compared with the RC frame, the displacement response of the upper floors of emulated frames
increases significantly, and the displacement response of various floors of non-emulated frames
increases generally. Compared with an insufficient bearing capacity, an insufficient joint ductility
will cause the most adverse effect on the collapse resistance of the structure, so that the joints with
a damage rotation angle less than 2.5% are not recommended in high-intensity areas.

• The post-earthquake residual deformation of the non-emulated frames is small, but the ductility
demands for the joints are higher. Therefore, more attention should be paid to the brittle fracture
and fatigue failure of energy dissipation rebars caused by the large deformation for this type of
connection. When energy dissipation rebars are not installed, this type of frame overly relies on
the damage of structural columns to dissipate seismic energy, which will also cause the structure
to be irreparable after the earthquake. Therefore, the structural system containing only prestressed
tendons is not recommended in high-intensity areas.
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